
Division-With-Remainder (DWR) problems are particularly
complex, as suggested in many studies. The purpose of this work was to
establish whether students’ difficulties in DWR problems came from an
inadequate initial representation or from an inadequate final
interpretation of the numerical answers, and whether remainders could
be grouped into two blocks depending on the kind of answer, either
directly matching the terms of the division or not. Forty-five Spanish
secondary students, aged 12-13, were requested to solve two Types of
Division Situations (i.e., Equal Groups and Comparison), each one
involving four Types of Remainder (i.e., Remainder-Not-Divisible,
Remainder-Divisible, Remainder-as-the-Result, and Readjusted-
Quotient-by-Partial-Increments). Our data showed that: (a) the
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selection of the correct solution procedure depended on the Type of
Division Situations, being easier in Equal Groups than in Comparison
problems; (b) correct interpretations were higher than the percentages
reported in other researches; and (c) success in problems whose
answers were the quotient or the remainder was higher than in
Readjusted-Quotient-by-Partial-Increments problems. The results
obtained suggest that students’ difficulties originate in the initial
representation of the DWR problems and that it would be more
adequate to refer to the difficulty of Readjusted-Quotient-by-Partial-
Increments problems in particular, rather than to the difficulty of DWR
problems in general.

Division-With-Remainder (DWR) problems have caught the attention of researchers
because they are considered non-routine problems and because they prove to be particularly
complex problems. Briefly, Verschaffel, Greer, and De Corte (2000) suggested that both
routine and non-routine problems represent real-world situations. Yet, whereas the former may
be directly modeled by an arithmetic operation (e.g., “An army bus holds 36 soldiers. If 1,116
soldiers are being bused to their training site, how many buses are needed?”, the right answer
is 31 buses), in the latter, the mathematical model must be “refined,” because the result
produced by the arithmetic operation has to be considered an approximation, or has to be
adjusted, depending on the situation described in the problem (e.g., “An army bus holds 36
soldiers. If 1,128 soldiers are being bused to their training site, how many buses are needed?”
the right answer is not 31.3 buses, but 32 buses to take into account the 12 soldiers of the
remainder). In fact, one of the peculiarities of DWR problems is that although students do not
have difficulties in establishing that DWR problems are division problems or in correctly
executing the division, they tend to respond incorrectly because they do not interpret the
numerical answer in terms of the problem situation.

Theoretical and empirical background

What is meant by “a failure in the interpretation of the numerical answer”? As suggested,
it implies that the students offer an arithmetically correct, but senseless answer. The
suspension of sense making is attributed to the fact that students either elude the interpretation
of the numerical computations or offer an inadequate interpretation, for instance, in the above-
mentioned problem: “31.3 buses” (e.g., Cai & Silver, 1995; English, 1998; Gravemeijer, 1997;
Greer, 1993; Greer, Verschaffel, & De Corte, 2002; Li & Silver, 2000; Silver, Shapiro, &
Deutsch, 1993; Verschaffel & De Corte, 1997; Verschaffel et al., 2000). Moreover, some
authors suggest that children ignore the level of realism permitted in their interpretations (e.g.,
Cooper, 1992; Cooper & Harries, 2002; Sarrazy, 2002). In the words of Gravemeijer (1997),
“reduced reality” models are used in the classroom, so that what must be established is the
“reduction” that is to be expected by the students. Actually, the error is always attributed to
the failure to use everyday knowledge to interpret the answer. However, from our point of
view, the error could also be attributed to the failure to use everyday knowledge to build the
initial representation of the problem.

Where do we locate the origin of this theoretical consensus? It seems to originate in the
way the study of DWR problems has been conducted. Although the bus problem is widely
known (to the point of speaking of the “bussing problem”, see Gravemeijer, 1997) and is
present in numerous studies as one of the non-routine problems, studies focused on DWR
problems are rather scarce. This scarcity makes it understandable why the research on this
topic has been principally centered in the more outstanding characteristics of the remainder,
such as its meaning or its size (e.g., Silver, Mukhopadhyay, & Gabriele, 1992; Silver et al.,
1993; Treffers, Moor, & Feijs, 1989), or the context in which the DWR problems are solved
(e.g., DeFranco & Curcio, 1997). These studies have furthered our understanding of students’
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difficulties with DWR problems as follows. Silver et al. (1992), starting from the application
of a single problem with different related questions (i.e., referred to the different Types of
Remainder, in a multiple-choice format), in which students were not explicitly asked to
interpret their numerical answers, found that different Types of Remainder did not entail the
same level of difficulty for the students. Specifically, DWR problems were more easily solved
when the question referred to the remainder (e.g., remainder-only problem: “The science
teacher at Marie Curie School has been given 730 frogs. The frogs will be kept in tanks. Each
tank holds 50 frogs. If all the tanks used are full of frogs, how many frogs will be left over?”
p. 33). Following, in order of increasing difficulty, were DWR problems that asked solely for
the quotient (e.g., quotient-only problems: “How many tanks can be completely filled with
frogs?” p. 33) and then, DWR problems that required the modification of the quotient by
increasing it (e.g., augmented-quotient problems: “How many tanks are needed to hold all of
the frogs?” p. 33). Nevertheless, this order of difficulty changed depending on the order of
presentation of these Types of Remainder, as children’s performance significantly improved
when any of these DWR problems were preceded by the remaining two. 

Silver et al. (1993) have also provided evidence that the size of the remainder did not
seem to be a crucial factor to improve students’ situation-based interpretations in augmented-
quotient DWR problems. They explicitly requested students to interpret the numerical answer
to the single trial they were given in an open-answer format. Their findings showed that only
one third of the participants were able to do so (i.e., a whole number of buses because a
fraction of a bus did not make sense), while 9% made inappropriate interpretations (i.e.,
rounding/estimating rules or incomplete, incorrect, or confused explanations), and more than
half simply omitted the interpretation (e.g., an answer of 133 was explained: “I was agassed
[sic] at how many times it [the divisor] went in” p. 125). However, this no interpretation
category seems to be excessively broad, as it embraces: (a) No written explanations, (b)
explanations of the procedure used to find the solution, and (c) “vague” allusions to the
problem statement or to the answer. 

Finally, DeFranco and Curcio (1997) observed that students’ success improved
considerably when DWR problems were embedded in a real-life context rather than in a
(restrictive) school context. Nevertheless, the computation demands were substantially
different for the two contexts (i.e., 32÷5 vs. 328÷40, respectively), so that the results were
most likely biased.

Three unifying threads run through these works. The first is that they employed quotitive
problems and only seldom partitive problems (see, for example, Davis, 1989; Treffers et al.,
1989; Verschaffel & De Corte, 1997). Quotitive or Measurement problems occur when the
unknown is the multiplier (e.g., An army bus holds 36 soldiers. If 1.128 soldiers are being
bused to their training site, how many buses are needed?) and Partitive problems occur when
the multiplicand is unknown (e.g., 1.128 soldiers are transported to their training site, if there
are 31 buses, how many soldiers would have to get into each bus so that they could be
transported at the same time?).

The second unifying thread is that they focused on the division situation of Equal Groups
(i.e., dividing the total by the number in each group to find the number of groups) without
taking into account other classes of division situations such as, for example, Comparison
problems (i.e., the relationship between two quantities is described in terms of how many
times larger one is than the other), which are much more complex than the former, so much so
that students may not notice that they are also division problems (see, for example, English &
Halford, 1995; Greer, 1992; Nesher, 1992, for a classification of division situations). To some
extent, this also could explain the greater success with DWR problems compared to other non-
routine problems (e.g., Reusser & Stebler, 1997; Verschaffel, De Corte, & Borghart, 1997;
Verschaffel, De Corte, & Lasure, 1999; Yoshida, Verschaffel, & De Corte, 1997). 

Finally, the third unifying thread concerns students’ difficulties to correctly interpret the
numerical computations in DWR problems. Silver and collaborators (e.g., Cai & Silver, 1995;
Li & Silver, 2000; Silver et al., 1993) proposed a hypothetical model of students’ performance
when they were successful or unsuccessful at augmented-quotient DWR problems. A basic



assumption underlying the successful and the unsuccessful model was that the initial
representations of the DWR problems were appropriate, thus making possible the
identification of the adequate algorithmic procedures. However, the students who behaved in
accordance with the successful model returned to the story text to interpret the numerical
answers, whereas the students who failed did not return to the story text, which prevented
them from correctly interpreting the numerical answer. Under this view, only the return to the
story text renders success possible. From our point of view, students may discover the correct
solution procedures by multiple routes, which may not necessarily imply adequate initial
representations of DWR problems. In other words, some students may construct flawed and/or
fragmented initial representations based on superficial aspects of the text such as the order of
the quantities, key-words or key-expressions, or even familiarity with the problem itself,
without being hindered from arriving at the appropriate algorithmic solution. These
“superficial coping strategies” (see, for instance, Sarrazy, 2002; Verschaffel & De Corte,
1997; Verschaffel et al., 2000) may challenge the assignment of an underlying initial
representation as always being appropriate and may offer an alternative explanation for the
inappropriate interpretations or no interpretations of the numerical answers. Namely, senseless
numerical answers could be understood as the result of a deficient initial representation that
determines the final inappropriate or no interpretation, and not as the result of the students’ not
returning to the story text. Likewise, students’ answers based on the selection of an incorrect
algorithm, excluded from the successful and unsuccessful models, may be considered within
this approach.

Moreover, this theoretical model did not account for the fact that students’ difficulties
changed depending on the Types of Remainder. This result is contrary to what should be
predicted from the model. Indeed, why should students return to the story text only in specific
Types of Remainder and not in general?

Aims of the present study

The focus of the present study was twofold. First, to establish whether students’
difficulties in DWR problems come from non-interpretations or non-real world interpretations
of correct numerical results obtained from correct initial representations of the problems, as is
the current understanding, or from inadequate initial representations of the problems in which
they leave aside, among other things, the use of the knowledge of the real world, giving rise to
correct and incorrect numerical results that are incorrectly interpreted. As pointed out above,
correct resolution procedures may not necessarily be linked to initial correct representations,
seeing that students may also resort to “superficial coping strategies” or become experts at
solving some kinds of problems (e.g., Equal Groups problems, which was the sole Type of
Division Situation used in works about DWR problems). Furthermore, we assume that pupils
can always interpret their numerical answers when they are explicitly requested to do so.
Nevertheless, they will offer right or wrong interpretations depending on the correctness or
incorrectness of the initial representation of the problem. 

And second, to determine whether the order of difficulty of the Types of Remainder is (1)
Remainder as the Result – RR – (a remainder-only problem, according to Silver and his
collaborators), (2) Remainder Not Divisible – RND – (a quotient-only problem, according to
Silver and his collaborators), and (3) Readjusted Quotient by Partial Increments – RQPI – (an
augmented-quotient problem, according to Silver and his collaborators) (from lesser to greater
difficulty), as indicated by Silver and collaborators, or they are grouped into two separate
blocks: (1) RND, RR, and Remainder Divisible – RD – problems and (2) RQPI problems. We
include RD problems, not previously examined in DWR problems literature, to establish
whether the participants carry out a differential use of decimals, as RD problems involve the
possibility of leaving the problem without remainder by using two place decimals.

In order to assess this, we assumed that as DWR are word problems, consideration needs
to be given to the Types of Division Situations. The choice of this variable was made on
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grounds of previous research, as a recurrent finding is that the difficulty to establish the

mapping between the problem representation and the required arithmetic operation changes

substantially depending on the types of division problems (e.g., Carpenter, Fennema, Franke,

Levi, & Empson, 1999; Greer, 1993; Mayer & Wittrock, 1996; Nesher, 1992; Verschaffel &

De Corte, 1997; Verschaffel et al., 2000). In recognizing this, we analyzed the effects of the

Types of Division Situation in solving DWR problems by presenting two distinct division

situations: Equal Groups vs. Comparison. We hypothesize that participants will perform Equal

Groups problems better than Comparison problems, because they are the most common Type

of Division Situation taught in school. In the case of Comparison problems, the relational

sentence (i.e., “x times as many as”) in the problem statement would make it more difficult to

build a suitable initial representation, thus inhibiting the choice of correct solution procedures

and adequate interpretations (e.g., Hegarty, Mayer, & Monk, 1995; Kouba & Franklin, 1993;

Lago, Rodríguez, Zamora, & Madroño, 1999; Lewis, 1989; Mayer, 1982; Verschaffel & De

Corte, 1997). 

As for the remainder, we analyze the above-mentioned four Types of Remainder: (1)

RND, (2) RD, (3) RR, and (4) RQPI. We hypothesize that RND, RD, and RR problems will

involve the same level of difficulty, as they are inherently “routine problems” whose answers

are found in one of the terms of the division. On the contrary, the answer to RQPI problems

does not consist of the quotient or the remainder of the division, but stems from the integration

of both or from the modification of the quotient with or without decimals, thus being more

difficult. Moreover, decimals may pose an additional difficulty because students may

erroneously assume that 31.3 buses equals 31 complete buses and 1/3 of another, instead of 31

complete buses and 3/10 of another.

In short, the non-identification of DWR problems as division problems, due to the Types

of Division Situations involved, would question the commonly accepted explanation, because

the difficulties of the students would not arise from the interpretation of the correct numerical

computations but would be prior, namely, they might arise from the initial representation of

the problems. Likewise, if the students’ difficulties changed according to the two blocks of

Types of Remainders, this would be taken as evidence not supporting the findings of Silver

and collaborators.

Method

Participants

The participants in this study were 45 students in the 1st course of ESO1 (between 12 and

13 years of age), from a medium-high socio-cultural level, that attended regular classes with a

similar teaching system. Twenty-five students were asked to solve Equal Groups Problems
and 20 students were requested to solve Comparison Problems. 

Material and procedure

The tests were administered collectively by researchers during regular school time. 

The materials consisted of two different 6-page worksheets (the first page showing the

example and the remaining five pages with two problems each) that were given to the

participants in accordance with the Types of Division Situations to which they were assigned.

Taking into account that there were two trials for every kind of problem, each participant solved

a total of 10 problems, two of which were multiplication problems that acted as distracters.

The participants were instructed to always interpret their numerical computations,

excluding the option they may choose not to. To make sure that they understood this

instruction, we provided an initial solved example of a word problem, far from division, to



show correct and incorrect interpretations. There were two “boxes” below each problem to

perform the computations and interpret the final numerical answer, respectively. Likewise,

DWR problems were presented as independent problems and not as a single problem with

multiple related questions, as has been done in previous studies.

The problems differed in the Types of Division Situations they posed (i.e., Equal Groups

vs. Comparison) but had in common: (a) The model of division (i.e., the partitive model), and

(b) the four Types of Remainder: (1) Remainder Not Divisible (RND), (2) Remainder

Divisible (RD), (3) Remainder as Response (RR), and (4) Readjusted Quotient by Partial

Increments (RQPI). In Table 1, we show one of the trials used for each Type of Division

Situation, as a function of each Type of Remainder. 

Table 1

Examples of the problems presented in each Type of Division Situation depending on the
Types of Remainder

Equal groups problems Comparison problems

RND Juan’s grandfather gives a box of 26 balloons to his 6 grand- Luis has 25 crayons. He has appoximately

children to share, so that all have the same number of balloons. 3 times as many crayons as Juan. How 

How many balloons will each grandchild receive? many crayons does Juan have?

RD The Pizzeria in my neighborhood has prepared 21 kg of pizza Ana weighs 45 Kg. Her weight is 2 times 

dough. With all that dough, they made 6 medium pizzas. as much as Pedro’s. How much does 

How much dough would they use to make each pizza? Pedro weigh?

RR My school is having a fun day, and the 35 eight-graders María has 23 sweets. If we want her to 

have had a mini-Olympics with 4 teams. If all the teams have exactly 2 times as many sweets as 

have the same number of students, how many teams could Alicia, how many sweets will María have 

have reserves? left over?

RQPI This weekend, 19 friends are going to ride boats in the park. Luis has read 14 books, nearly 5 times as 

If there are only 4 boats, how many friends would have to many books as Ana. How many books 

get into each boat so that they could all ride at the same time? will Ana have read if she finishes the 

book she’s reading now?

Note. RND=Remainder Not Divisible, RD=Remainder Divisible, RR=Remainder as Response, RQPI=Readjusted

Quotient by Partial Increments.

The order of the problems was initially determined randomly, and the trials were

presented in the following order, which was constant for all the participants: RD, RR, RND,

RQPI, multiplication, RQPI, RND, multiplication, RR, and RD.

As for the quantities, although participants of this age are skilled in executing the

necessary calculations, we used divisions with a single-digit divisor and a two-digit dividend

to reduce the performance demands of the calculations (e.g., 26÷6, 35÷4).

Finally, to rate participants’ answers as correct, both the numerical computations and the

interpretations must be right. With respect to the former, when the division algorithm was

selected, it was judged to be correct when, apart from executing it without errors, the presence

or absence of decimals matched the conditions of the problem. For instance, when using

decimals in RND, RR, or RQPI problems, these responses were coded as incorrect, because

participants were requested not to solve an algorithm but to solve a word problem in which the

quantities had a particular meaning instead of being merely abstract elements. Likewise, for

the same reasons, we considered solution procedures to be incorrect when decimals were not

used in RD problems. When other correct solution procedures were selected, they were only

rated as correct when executed without errors. 

As for the interpretations, we employed a categorization that captures the degree of

accuracy of the response as well as the aspect/s of the solution process that was/were highlighted
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by the participants: (1) Those centered on the algorithm, (2) those centered on the problem, and

(3) those centered on both the algorithm and the problem. The first were characterized by the

description of the algorithm, due to a poor conception of the problem statement as a simple

“holder” of the quantities or precise terms for solving the problem, and an over-estimation of the

numerical answer as an inherently valid response (e.g., “I divided 21 by 6 and that gave me the

result”). For this reason, all the interpretations in this category were considered erroneous.

Interpretations centered on the problem included responses that refer to: (a) The

structural information of the word problem (e.g., “I divided the total number of balloons by the

number of grandchildren. That is how I obtained the maximum number of balloons that each

grandchild could receive”), and (b) “keywords” (e.g., “I added the number of books that Luis

had read more than Ana, and that gave me the exact number of books Ana had read”). The

former case was considered correct and the latter incorrect. 

Finally, interpretations centered on the algorithm-problem established an explicit

connection between the numerical answer and the structural information of the problem (e.g.,

“I divided 19 friends by 4 boats and, as it does not give an exact result, 4 friends go in the first

boat and 5 go in the other 3 boats”). They were always rated correct.

Analysis and discussion of results

The mixed ANOVA 2 (Types of Division Situations: Equal Groups vs. Comparison) x 4

(Types of Remainder: RND vs. RD vs. RR vs. RQPI), with repeated measures for the last

factor, showed significant main effects for Types of Division Situations, F(1,43)=11.54,

p<.01, ηp2=0.212, and Types of Remainder, F(3,129)=13.71, p<.01, ηp2=0.242. The

interaction of these two factors was not significant.

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations (in parentheses) of correct responses in the Types of Division
Situations, as a function of the different Types of Remainder

Equal groups Comparison

RD 1.36 (0.95) 1.20 (0.89)

RR 1.52 (0.77) 1.15 (0.67)

RND 1.68 (0.63) 1.30 (0.80)

RQPI 0.88 (0.73) 0.20 (0.62)

Note. Maximum possible score is 2.00. RD=Remainder Divisible, RR=Remainder as Response, RND=Remainder Not

Divisible, RQPI=Readjusted Quotient by Partial Increments.

As for Types of Division Situations, the Equal Groups problems (M=1.36, SD=0.77)

were globally easier than Comparison problems (M=0.96, SD=0.745), not only due to the

interpretations of the numerical answers but also to the solution procedures.

As expected, participants were readily able to identify division as the solution procedure

in Equal Groups problems (i.e., in the 95% of the trials). However, they were only able to do

the same in 68.8% of the trials for the Comparison problems, because they employed non-

division procedures (e.g., addition, subtraction and multiplication alone or combined) in

27.5% of the trials, which were mainly incorrect (i.e., in 22.5% of the trials). Moreover,

division accuracy sank to 82.5% of the trials for Equal Groups and to 53.8% of the trials for

Comparison problems, mainly because of the incorrect use of decimals (see Table 3). 

These findings did not agree with that suggested, explicitly or implicitly, by other authors

(e.g., Cooper & Harries, 2002; Li & Silver, 2000; Verschaffel et al., 2000), as our Comparison



problem data showed that the students may be also unsuccessful at selecting the appropriate
procedure to solve DWR problems, suggesting an initial misunderstanding of the word problem.
For instance, in the RQPI problem of Table 1, one student first subtracted (i.e., 14-5=9) and
then added (i.e., 9+1=10) to finally give the following interpretation: “If Ana has read 5
[books] less, they will be nine and if she finishes one [book] they will be 10”.

Table 3

Percentage of trials for the numerical computations and interpretations in the Types of
Division Situations

Equal groups Comparison

Numerical answers
Divide – correct 82.5 53.8
Divide – incorrect 050. 01.9
Divide – incorrect due to decimals 07.5 13.1
Not divide – correct 010. 050.
Not divide – incorrect 020. 22.5
No response 020. 03.8

Interpretations
Centered on the algorithm 200. 08.8
Centered on the problem - correct 19.5 28.8
Centered on the problem - incorrect 04.5 24.4
Centered on the algorithm-problem 53.5 28.8
No response 01.5 050.
Other correct - 03.1
Other incorrect 010. 01.3

The students’ interpretations of the numerical answers allowed us to observe, firstly, that
correct interpretations in both Types of Division Situations were considerably high, 73% of the
trials in Equal Groups problems and 60.7% of the trials in Comparison problems. For example,
in the Equal Groups RND problem presented in Table 1, only 3 out of 25 students responded
4.33 balloons. The majority of the students (i.e., 20 out of 25) did not use decimals and responded
correctly (i.e., “4 balloons with 2 left over”), being equivalent to the 85% obtained by Greer
(1993) and to the 75% indicated by Reusser and Stebler (1997), and not to the 59% reported by
Verschaffel, De Corte, and Lasure (1994). Moreover, 68% of the participants correctly solved
and interpreted the Equal Groups RQPI problems, a percentage considerably higher than the
33% reported by Silver et al. (1993), the 20% by Cai and Silver (1995), the 49.3% by
Verschaffel et al. (1994), being closer to the 63% reported by Greer (1993), the 64% obtained
by Verschaffel et al. (1999), and the 62% in the study of Yoshida et al. (1997). However, only
10% of the participants did the same regarding Comparison RQPI problems.

Secondly, in contrast to Silver and collaborators’ view (e.g., Cai & Silver, 1995), the
application of correct solution procedures usually matched the correct interpretation of the
numerical answer. We found correct interpretations in 81.2% of the correct trials of division in
Equal Groups, and in 77.9% of the correct trials of division in Comparison.

Thirdly, the failure to respond correctly to the DWR problems seemed to suggest a
deficient initial representation of the word problems, as practically all the students provided
explicit explanations of their numerical answers (which, in Silver et al., 1993, represented less
than half the sample, and in Cai & Silver, 1995, nearly 30%), and incorrect interpretations fell
into various types depending on the division situation of the problem. In Equal Groups problems,
almost all the incorrect interpretations were due to interpretations based on the algorithm (e.g.,
20% out of the 27% of incorrect trials) and in Comparison problems, to interpretations centered
on the problem (e.g., 24.4% out of the 39.5% of incorrect trials) (see Table 3). These
interpretations were based on superficial information from the text: (a) In Equal Groups
problems, because familiarity allowed students to be aware that division was the procedure
requested, but they lacked arguments to explain their choice and limited themselves to describing
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the algorithm (e.g., in the RQPI Equal Groups problem of Table 1, one student divided 19÷4=4
and interpreted the numerical answer by saying: “We share the persons into the boats to see how
many [persons] get into each boat”), and (b) in Comparison problems, because the relational
sentences (characterized by their difficulty and by keywords that suggested the application of one
or two arithmetic operations) made the students use superficial information when choosing the
numerical procedures as well as when interpreting the numerical answers (e.g., in the RQPI
Comparison problem of Table 1, one participant added 14+5=19 and explained: “I have added
because the problem says that Luis has read 14 books, 5 times as many books as Ana”).

With regard to the Types of Remainder, we analyzed whether the order of difficulty
corresponded to that found by Silver et al. (1992) (i.e., (1) RR, (2) RND, and (3) RQPI problems,
respectively, from the least to the most difficult) or to the one posed in the present study [i.e, (1)
RD, RND, RR, and (2) RQPI problems]. The analysis of multiple paired comparisons showed that
there were only significant differences between RQPI (M=0.54, SD=0.10) and the other Types of
Remainder (M=1.3, SD=0.14; M=1.3, SD= 0.11; and M=1.5, SD=0.11, respectively, for RD, RR,
and RND) (p<.01, in all cases), indicating that RD, RR, and RND problems constitute a block
clearly differentiated from RQPI. These data strongly suggest that it would be more appropriate
to speak of the difficulty of RQPI problems rather than of the difficulty of DWR problems.

Likewise, our results also pointed out that the choice of division as the solution procedure
did not rule out inadequate numerical results. More precisely, 23 out of the 45 participants
had difficulties to correctly perform the division due to decimals in RD and RND problems:
(a) 14 students did not use decimals in RD problems (8 out of the 14 students showed a
consistent incorrect performance in the two trials); (b) 8 students used decimals incorrectly in
RND problems (3 out of the 8 students showed a consistent incorrect performance in the two
trials); and (c) 1 student displayed an especially irregular behavior by making both types of
errors, that is, not using decimals in RD problems and using decimals in RND problems.
However, some students who obtained a decimal result in RND problems, in an effort to make
sense of their numerical answer, ignored the decimal part or gave it a meaning in accordance
with the real world. More explicitly, these two ways of managing decimal numbers represented,
respectively, 34.4% and 21.9% of the trials in which decimals were wrongly used. In the first
case, the numerical answer 8.3 for the Comparison RND problem shown in Table 1 was
interpreted as: “He will have 8 crayons, because a crayon cannot be split.” In the second
case, the same numerical answer was interpreted as: “The division does not give an exact
answer, so we have 8 crayons and shavings.”

Table 4

Percentage of trials for the numerical computations and interpretations in the different Types
of Remainder

RD RR RND RQPI

Numerical answers
Divide – correct 67.8 700. 81.1 600.
Divide – incorrect 02.2 04.4 03.3 04.4
Divide – incorrect due to decimals 26.7 - 13.3 -
Not divide – correct - 100. 01.1 -
Not divide – incorrect 03.3 14.4 01.1 25.6
No response - 01.1 - 100.

Interpretations
Centered on the algorithm 16.7 11.1 07.8 24.4
Centered on the problem – correct 76.7 01.1 16.7 -
Centered on the problem – incorrect 04.4 15.6 05.6 27.8
Centered on the algorithm-problem 02.2 66.7 68.9 32.2
No response - 01.1 - 11.1
Other correct - 03.3 - 02.2
Other incorrect - 01.1 01.1 02.2

Note. RD=Remainder Divisible, RR=Remainder as Response, RND=Remainder Not Divisible, RQPI=Readjusted

Quotient by Partial Increments. 



As for RR and RQPI problems, the students also resorted to alternative mixed procedures
(e.g., addition – subtraction; multiplication – subtraction) in 24.4% and 25.6% of the trials,
respectively, which were correct in only 10% of the RR trials (see Table 4).

Regarding the relationship between the students’ ability to correctly select and execute
the appropriate solution procedure and their success in interpreting the numerical answer,
McNemar’s test showed that there were no significant differences in RD, RR, and RND
problems (using the binomial distribution, p=0.125, p=0.344, and p=0.344, respectively), but
the difference was significant for RQPI problems, because students gave more correct
numerical answers than appropriate interpretations (using the binomial distribution, p=0.002),
as previously found by Silver et al. (e.g., 1993). In general, these nonsignificant differences
showed that the absence of interpretations or the wrong interpretations were not the main
obstacle to correctly solve DWR problems, as participants also seemed to have difficulties
selecting and executing correct solution procedures.

Finally, another surprising result concerned the change of the interpretations depending
on the Types of Remainder. Whereas for RR, RND, and RQPI problems, students resorted
mainly to interpretations centered on the algorithm-problem, for RD problems, they selected
interpretations centered on the problem (see Table 4). In the first case, the students seemed to
mention the algorithm because they had not finished the division and felt the need to explain
the presence of the remainder or to use it according to the requirements of the DWR problem.
In the second case, the participants did not seem to consider it necessary to include the
algorithm in their justification, most probably because they had finished the division.

Conclusions

The results of our work show that the study of DWR problems should go beyond the
analysis of aspects such as the Types of Remainder to gain a better understanding of the
difficulty these problems pose to students. The incorporation of different Types of Division
Situations (e.g., Comparison problems) into the examination of DWR problems permitted us to
observe that the selection of correct solution procedures was not as automatic or as correct as has
been defended in the available literature based on Equal Groups DWR problems. These different
levels of accuracy in solving the problems also revealed that the nature of the interpretations
changed according to what seemed to be the initial comprehension of the problem, in the sense
that when students understood the problem (e.g., select relevant information, make use of real-
world knowledge), they were even able to overcome wrong numerical answers and give a
suitable interpretation, but when they did not understand the problem, they resorted to
interpretations centered on the algorithm or on superficial information of the problem. 

Likewise, our results challenge the vision that the main difficulty of the students stems
from the interpretation of the correct numerical answer, because the percentage of participants
that correctly interpreted the numerical answer in Equal Groups RQPI problems, in particular,
and the percentage of trials correctly interpreted regardless the Types of Division Situation, in
general, were considerably higher than the percentages reported by Silver et al. (1993), Cai
and Silver (1995) and Verschaffel et al. (1994).

As for the Types of Remainder, RD, RND, and RR problems did not seem to be a great
deal more difficult than corresponding problems without remainders. Thus, we suggest that it
would be more appropriate to speak of the difficulty of RQPI problems in particular, rather
than of the difficulty of DWR problems in general. 

In general, our results do not completely agree with the model of success/failure suggested
by Silver et al. (1993). The deficient initial representation of the word problem becomes
apparent from: (1) the lack of success when solving Comparison DWR problems, which, as
expected, were not necessarily identified as division problems; (2) the higher level of success
in “routine problems” (i.e., RD, RND, and RR problems) compared to RQPI problems; (3) the
high percentage of interpretations based on the superficial information of the word problems;
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and (4) the high percentage of students who had difficulties dealing with decimals. The
difficulties of our students in DWR problems did not seem to come from the absence of
interpretation of the correct numerical answer, but from the initial misunderstanding of the
problems, which is the reason for centering on superficial aspects of the problem statement and
selecting inadequate solution procedures that, in turn, were incorrectly interpreted. Thus, our
vision is closer to that of authors who consider that students either understand or misunderstand
the problems from the beginning, and that this initial understanding/misunderstanding guides the
whole solution process, including the interpretation step, namely, examining the solution
obtained and deciding whether it worked or how the results should be modified. In other
words, once the problem was solved, the students interpreted the result in terms of their initial
understanding and, without explicit metacognitive training, very likely considered it redundant
to return to the story text to explain their numerical response. In short, what would the students,
whose initial representation was based on keywords, look for in the story text? The return to
the story text is not sufficient for the students to be aware of the errors they committed, and
even less so if we take into account that the difficulties were already apparent in the selection
of the algorithm. 

However, this does not mean that we defend that the teaching of these or other story
problems, or mathematics in general, should be emptied of models which promote reflection
and understanding. On the contrary, we do not question its true importance. Yet it would be
insufficient if it does not emphasize all the steps of problem solution, from the construction of
an appropriate initial representation of the problem to the return to the story text, to guarantee
that the response corresponds to what is demanded by the question (e.g., De Corte,
Verschaffel, & Masui, 2004). We believe, along with the majority of authors, that our
students’ difficulties to face these problems have their origin in an educational system that
uses problems solely to practice algorithms, and that, rather than developing reasoning skills,
only offers the repeated practice of problems with a common and unique type of division
situation, that openly fosters erroneous conceptions, such as “every problem has a unique
answer”. 

Future research on students’ difficulties in DWR problems is needed to clarify a number
of points. Possible questions include ascertaining: (a) whether the model of division (i.e.,
partitive vs. quotitive) involved in DWR word problems affects students’ performance; and (b)
whether rereading the problem before interpreting the numerical answer fosters the use of the
knowledge of the real world.

Notes

1 Educación Secundaria Obligatoria (Compulsory Secondary Education).
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De nombreuses études ont suggéré que les problèmes de Division-
Avec-Reste (DAR) sont particulièrement complexes. L’objectif de ce
travail était d’identifier si l’origine des problèmes des élèves avec la
DAR se situait bien dans une représentation initiale ou bien dans une
interprétation finale inadéquate des réponses numériques, ainsi que
d’établir si les restes d’une division pouvaient se grouper en deux blocs
selon que le type de réponse soit ou non directement assorti aux termes de
la division. On a demandé à quarante-cinq lycéens espagnols de 12-13
ans de résoudre deux Types de Situations de Division (c’est-à-dire
Groupes Egaux et Comparaisons), chacune impliquant quatre Types de
Reste (c’est-à-dire Reste-Non-Divisible, Reste-Divisible, Reste-Comme-
Résultat, et Quotient-Réajusté-par-Incréments-Partiels). Nos résultats
ont montré que: (a) la sélection de la procédure de résolution correcte
dépendait du Type de Situations de Division, et était plus facile dans les
problèmes de Groupes Égaux que dans ceux de Comparaisons; (b) les
pourcentages d’interprétations correctes étaient supérieurs aux
pourcentages rapportés dans d’autres études, et (c) le succès était
supérieur avec les problèmes dont les réponses étaient le quotient ou
dont le reste était supérieur à ce qu’il était dans les problèmes de
Quotient-Réajusté-par-Incréments-Partiels. Les résultats obtenus
indiquent que les difficultés des élèves avaient leur origine dans leur
représentation initiale des problèmes DAR, et qu’il serait plus adéquat
de parler de la difficulté des problèmes de Quotient-Réajusté-par-
Incréments-Partiels que d’une difficulté plus générale des “problèmes
de Division-Avec-Reste”.

Key wods: Comparison, Division with remainder problems, Equal Groups, Partitive division.
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